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A live image transferring method includes the steps of 
capturing live image information by one or more live image 
devices , wherein the live image information is captured in 
raw format and is continuously transferred to one or more 
platforms in a live manner ; cloning the live image informa 
tion at the platform , wherein when the live image informa 
tion is cloned at the platform , the live image information is 
converted from the raw format into a web viewable format 
and an embed code is generated corresponding to the live 
image information at the same time ; and enabling one or 
more users to use the embed code in order to broadcast the 
live image information over any website . The user is able to 
copy - and - paste the embed code at the personal website to 
live stream the live image information from the live image 
device . 
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< object classid = " clsid : D27CDB6E - AE6D - 11cf - 96B8 - 444553540000 " width = " 528 " height = " 360 " id = " 100d8a3f52db6252 " 

name = " 100d8a3f52db6252 " > < param name = " movie " value = " http : / / www . microseven . com / live / m7player . swf ? v = 2 . 04 " 

/ > < param name = " allowfullscreen " value = " true " / > < param name = " allowscriptaccess " value = " always " / > < param 

name = " wmode " value = " opaque " / > < param name = " flashvars " 

value = " streamer = rtmp : / / tv . microseven . com / live / & file = 100d8a3f52db6252 & provider = rtmp " / > < embed type = " application / x 
shockwave - flash " src = " http : / / www . microseven . com / live / m7player . swf ? v = 2 . 04 " width = " 528 " height = " 360 " 

id = " 100d8a3f52db6252 " name = " 100d8a3f52db6252 " allowscriptaccess = " always " allowfullscreen = " true " wmode = " opaque " 

flashvars = " streamer = rtmp : / / tv . microseven . com / live / & file = 100d8a3f52db6252 & provider = rtmp " / > < / object > 
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modified and adjusted to suit the operator ' s specifications , 
and so forth . This system cannot be very easily modified , 
and thus is limited in terms of flexibility . 
[ 0008 ] The application of such systems is also limited by 
the medium upon which data is exchanged between the 
cameras and the controllers . Many existing camera - control 
ler systems utilize wired networks in order to transfer data 
between the two . A well - known example of this is CCTV , 
where a signal from a camera is not openly transmitted , but 
broadcast to authorized controllers within the system . More 
modern systems employ Ethernet networks , such as the 
Internet , to transfer data . 
[ 0009 ] Using the Internet protocol is highly advantageous , 
since most electronic devices today can in some way interact 
with this method of data transfer . However , the rate of data 
transfer in current systems is bottlenecked by the physical 
layer of the network infrastructure provided by the network 
service provider . An example of this is the fact that the 
current most popular network carriers , DSL and Internet 
cable , are only capable of uploading 1 . 5 Mb / s at maximum , 
which is hardly enough to transfer a high quality , high 
resolution video stream without delay . 
[ 0010 ] A conventional way of solving this problem has 
been the act of video compression . This method has been 
widely used , but is not without its drawbacks . First , in order 
to compress video images transmitted by a camera , devel 
opers must create algorithm and codes for compression . This 
results in the creation of a plethora of compression codes , 
most incompatible with each other , in the market today . 
[ 0011 ] Even when compression codes are relatively simi 
lar , minor differences in compression code from different 
providers can result in incompatibility . Consumers wishing 
to view electronic media must often face the daunting task 
of finding the correct decoding codec to match the code that 
the media was compressed with . 
[ 0012 ] Another issue is currently used live video format is 
not editable . It is difficult to edit the display when the image 
is displayed lively . 
[ 0013 ] Regarding the issues relating to current methods of 
image capture and transfer , there appears to be a need for the 
direct capture and transfer of images through a network . 

ever . 

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

Field of Invention 
[ 0003 ] The present invention relates to a method and 
apparatus for image capture , and more particularly to a live 
image capture device which output is directly accessible by 
Internet users without the installation of proprietary soft 
ware . 

Description of Related Arts 
[ 0004 ] Live image capture devices , commonly known as 
cameras , are used to record images . These images can then 
be perused in situations with a different time and place than 
where the image was taken . Because of these benefits and 
the advances in technology that have made cameras ubiq 
uitous and available to most of the general public , cameras 
are widely used in modern society . 
[ 0005 ] An example of the prevalence of cameras is the 
wide usage of cameras for security by both public and 
private institutions . In a scenario where an area needs to be 
continuously be monitored , cameras are often more suited 
for the job than humans , since images are recorded onto a 
hard medium and are viewable by others as long as the 
medium is maintained . 
[ 0006 ] However , a camera by itself will most likely have 
just one function capturing the image . One or more con 
trollers must be employed to collect the data that is produced 
by the camera . In complex systems involving a multitude of 
cameras , the amount of resources required to maintain such 
a system increases significantly , and thus places limits on the 
efficiency of the system based on the available resources of 
the system ' s operator . 
[ 0007 ] In such a system , high costs are accrued through 
the installation of the system itself . In a typical operation 
involving the installation of the system , the controller needs 
to be installed and secured . Then , the cameras themselves 
need to be installed in their respective positions , and a path 
of data transfer must be established between the cameras and 
the controller . Then , the interface of the system needs to be 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 
[ 0014 ] The present invention involves a method and appa 
ratus for the live capture of images and the direct transfer of 
the aforementioned electronically through an Internet net 
work . 
[ 0015 ] The present invention integrates a control circuit 
apparatus onto the motherboard of an image capture device . 
The onboard control circuit apparatus receives data from the 
image capture device , and converts the data into a standard 
format . The control circuit apparatus also acts as built - in a 
web server , providing a network interface to connect with 
the Internet , and continuously updates itself with new data 
transmitted from the image capture device . Users can then 
use the Internet to directly access the data from the image 
capture device by accessing the web server provided by the 
control circuit apparatus . 
[ 0016 ] The present invention presents a method to transfer 
image information . When the image capture device records 
an image , the control circuit apparatus transfers the image 
data onto its own web server directly . Thus , this eliminates 
the need for an intermediate network between the camera 
itself and the controller . The control circuit apparatus will 
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[ 0036 ] ( c ) continuously transferring the converted still 
image files to a platform via Internet ; and 
f0037 ] ( d ) obtaining the converted still image files at the 
platform to form a real time video like image at a predeter 
mined frame rate by continuously overwriting the previous 
live image information with the latest live image informa 
tion , so as to allow web browsers to watch the real time 
video like image without any proprietary software . 
10038 ] These and other objectives , features , and advan 
tages of the present invention will become apparent from the 
following detailed description , the accompanying drawings , 
and the appended claims . 

also contain an interface for modification of data transmit - 
tance , adjustable to the operator ' s specifications . 
10017 ] . In order to avoid format incompatibility , the web 
server only transfers still image files in standard formats 
( such as JPEG , PNG , GIF , et cetera ) , and thus frees both the 
server - and user - side operators from the process of com 
pression . Movement , or video , is simulated by the transfer of 
multiple still image files over a short interval of time . 
[ 0018 ] . The main object of the present invention is to 
provide a method and apparatus for an image capture device 
that is accessible in real - time . 
[ 0019 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which is 
easy to be connected with a network . 
[ 0020 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which 
doesn ' t does not require a separate controller . 
[ 0021 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which is 
easy to install . 
[ 0022 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which 
reduces the required resources to install the method and 
apparatus itself . 
[ 0023 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which is 
convenient to operator . 
10024 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which is 
remote controllable . 
[ 0025 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which 
supports simultaneous viewing of multiple channels . 
[ 0026 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which 
provides high quality live images . 
[ 0027 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which 
image is editable . 
[ 0028 ] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for live capture image which 
reduces the amount of required storage media to hold output 
data . 
[ 0029 ] To accomplish the above objects , the present 
invention provides an apparatus for live capture image 
accessible though a network , comprising : 
( 0030 ] a housing ; 
[ 0031 ] an image capture device for capturing image infor 
mation ; 
[ 0032 ] a control circuit electrically connected with the 
image capture device and communicatively connected with 
the network for converting the image information captured 
by the image capture device into predetermined image data 
and transferring the image data through the network , 
wherein the image capture device and the control circuit are 
received by the housing . 
[ 0033 ] The present invention also provides a method for 
capture live image , comprising steps of : 
[ 0034 ] ( a ) frequently capturing live image information 
with a predetermined capture interval by one or more live 
image providers ; 
[ 0035 ] ( b ) converting the live image information to a still 
image file in a web based viewable format ; 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
( 0039 ) FIG . 1 is a schematic view of a live capture image 
apparatus according to a preferred embodiment of the pres 
ent invention . 
100401 FIG . 2 is a sectional view of a live image provider 
according to the above preferred embodiment of the present 
invention . 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 3 is a schematic view of the live capture 
image system of the present invention . 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 4 is a flow chart of the method for transferring 
live images according to the above preferred embodiment of 
the present invention . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 5 is a flow chart illustrating the live images 
transferring system according to a second embodiment of 
the present invention . 
10044 ) FIG . 6 is a block diagram illustrating the live 
images transferring system according to the above second 
embodiment of the present invention . 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 7 illustrates the embed code being “ copy - and 
paste ” from the control center to the personal website for 
broadcasting the live image information according to the 
above second embodiment of the present invention . 
10046 ] FIG . 8 illustrates an interface of the control center 
of the system according to the above second embodiment of 
the present invention . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[ 0047 ] The present invention provides an apparatus for 
live capture image which is able to communicate with 
internet directly . Referring to FIGS . 1 and 2 of the drawings , 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention is illus 
trated , wherein an apparatus for providing live image , which 
is a live image provider , comprises a housing 10 , an image 
capture device 20 , and a control circuit 30 . 
[ 0048 ] The housing 10 is adapted for securely mounting at 
a predetermined location to securely receive the image 
capture device 20 and the control circuit 30 . Referring to 
FIG . 2 , the housing 10 thoroughly covers the image capture 
device 20 and the control circuit 30 to provide protection . 
Therefore , the sensitive components such as the image 
capture device 20 and the control circuit 30 are able to work 
normally in a large range of environment . The housing 10 
also comprises a window 11 made of transparent material in 
front of the lens 21 of the image capture device 20 , so light 
can transfer through the window 11 to reach the lens . 
10049 ] The image capture device 20 is adapted to capture 
image information and converts the captured image infor 
mation into electronic signals . Preferably , an image capture 
device 20 comprises a lens 21 to capture light waves from 
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a predetermined area , and an optical sensor 22 to convert the 
light waves into electronic signals . The electric signals can 
be transferred and processed later to reproduce the image by 
display devices , such as a computer monitor . 
[ 0050 ] The image can be captured in different manners for 
different purposes . The image capture device 20 may take 
snapshot , which means capturing only one slide of image in 
a predetermined period of time . The image capture device 20 
may take video , which means capturing a serial of slides of 
image in a short period of time , or in other words , taking 
snapshots continuously and frequently with short snapshot 
interval . Depending on the requirement , the image capture 
device 20 is able to provide different numbers of slides of 
image with different intervals . 
[ 0051 ] Many techniques are appreciated to be applied in 
the image capture device 20 by whom skilled in the art . The 
embodiment of the present invention preferably utilizes but 
not limited to CCTV ( Closed Circuit Television ) . In an 
alternative embodiment of the present invention , the appa 
ratus for live capture image comprises more then one image 
capture devices to provide multiple channels of images . 
Therefore the user can accept multiple images simultane 
ously or alternatively . 
0052 ] . The control circuit 30 comprises a processor 31 , a 
memory 32 , and a network interface 33 . The control circuit 
30 is electrically connected with the image capture device 20 
to receive the electronic signals produced by the image 
capture device 20 . The signals are converted into predeter 
mined format , which is a web based viewable format , by the 
processor 31 . The file format includes image file such as 
JPEG , and video file such as MP4 , FLV , and MPEG . These 
files are stored in the memory 32 . In a preferred embodi 
ment , the image capture device 20 takes snapshots continu 
ously and frequently with predetermined snapshot interval 
and resolution . The control circuit 30 converts the informa 
tion of the snapshot into JPEG image files continuously and 
frequently and stores the image file in the memory 32 . It is 
worth mentioning , the memory 32 is always refreshed by the 
latest image file , which means only the latest image file is 
saved in the memory 32 , and the previous image file is 
overwritten . In this manner , only a small size of memory is 
need which saves the cost . 
[ 0053 ] The control circuit 30 is also communicatively 
connected with a network 40 , preferably the internet . There 
fore the control circuit 30 is able to transfer image data via 
the network , and receive information , such as control infor 
mation for the user via the network . In a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention , the network interface 33 is 
connected with internet via TCP / IP protocol . 
[ 0054 ] The control circuit comprises a device control 34 
operatively linked to the image capture device 20 for selec 
tively adjusting the capture interval and resolution of the 
image capture device through the network 40 . 
[ 0055 ] The control circuit 30 also provides a web server 
function . When the network interface 33 is communicatively 
connected with the internet , the control circuit 30 runs a 
program which accepts HTTP requests from users such as 
web browsers , and provides HTTP serving responses along 
with data contents which is the image and video data . 
[ 0056 ] In a preferred embodiment , the web server pro 
vided by the control circuit 30 acquires an IP address from 
the internet provider . Then the web server maps the path 
component of a URL ( Uniform Resource Locator ) to this IP 
address . When the user ' s web browser requests to visit this 

URL , the web server will then read the memory 32 of the 
control circuit 30 where the image data is stored , and send 
the data to the web browser . In this way the user ' s web 
browser is able to download the image data to display . It is 
worth mentioning , the image file is saved at the root direc 
tion of the HTTP web server . 
10057 ] In the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion , when the user ' s web browser is linked with the web 
server provided by the control circuit 30 via Internet , the 
web server then transfers the existing image file from the 
memory 32 to the web browser . Since the image file already 
exists , which is static content , the transferring is much faster 
than transfer dynamic content such as a video file . Also , the 
web server transfers the image file continuously and fre 
quently without further request from the web browser , it also 
improves the transferring speed . Because the image file 
stored in the memory 32 is always refreshed continuously 
and frequently , the web browser will continuously and 
frequently receive the most updated image and display these 
file continuously with the video effect . Therefore , live image 
is able to be accessed by a web browser from internet . 
[ 0058 ] Because every apparatus for live capture image of 
the present invention is working independently , each web 
server of the apparatus obtains an IP address and is able to 
be connected with internet individually . Therefore , a plural 
ity of apparatus for live capture image of the present 
invention can be networked together to provide multiple 
channels images . 
[ 0059 ] The web server of the control circuit 30 is also able 
to receive commands from the user ' s web browser for 
controlling . In the preferred embodiment , the control com 
prises using an integer to select channel , using a Boolean to 
enable / disable the image capture device 20 , and using a float 
to set the snapshot interval . 
10060 ] In an alternative embodiment , the control circuit 30 
is connected with more than one image capture devices 20 
to provide multiple channels of images . The channels can be 
selected by the user via network . The housing 10 comprises 
a plurality of units to receive the image capture devices 20 
and the control circuit 30 individually . 
[ 0061 ] The present invention also provides a web based 
system to broadcast multiple channels of images . Referring 
to FIG . 3 , the system comprises a platform 50 to commu 
nicatively link with one or more live image providers 
through Internet which is one of the networks as mentioned 
above . The platform 50 collects live images from the live 
image providers via Internet , and presents these live images 
to observers via Internet . The live image provider captures 
live image , convert the image information into real time 
videos in predetermined format , and transfer the image data 
to the platform 50 via 
10062 ] Internet . In a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention , the platform 50 is a web based platform that the 
web browsers can access the platform 50 through Internet . 
10063 ] . In a preferred embodiment of the system , the image 
capture device 20 of the live image provider takes snapshots 
frequently with a predetermined interval . The control circuit 
30 of the live image converts the snapshots into image file , 
and uploads the image file constantly to the platform 50 via 
the internet . The image data is preferably in the format of 
still image file , such as JPEG file , PNG ( Portable Network 
Graphic ) file , GIF file , etc . These formats are standard 
formats which are supported by most web browsers , there 
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fore the web user doesn ' t need to install any extra decoding 3 seconds , the frame rate of the real time video like image 
program to view these images . is selectively adjusted at 1 frame per 3 seconds . It is worth 
[ 0064 ] The snapshot interval of the image capture device mentioning that the capture interval of the live image 
20 of the live image providers can be set by the user . The provider can be set at any desired time interval . For example , 
quality or resolution of each image file is also adjustable in when the frame rate of the real time video like image is set 
responsive to the speed of Internet . In this way the user can at 1 frame per 3 seconds while the capture interval of the live 
control the data streaming . For example , when the transfer image provider is set at 1 frame per second , two still image 
ring rate of the internet is high , and / or not many live image frames , i . e . the second and third still image frames , from the 
providers are uploading image files , the resolution of the live image provider will be useless and will not be shown on 
image file may be higher for a better description of features . the platform 50 . Preferably , the frame rate of the real time 
Also , the snapshot interval or the uploading interval could be video like image is set as the capture interval of the live 
shorter to provide smoother active effect of the live image . image provider for optimum performance . Since the frame 
On the other hand , when more live image providers are rate of the real time video like image is relatively low , such 
connected with the platform 50 and the data transferring via as 1 frame per second , in comparison with the frame rate of 
the internet is heavier , a lower resolution , as well as a longer the video , such as 30 frames per second , the platform 50 can 
interval ( lower frame rate ) could be employed by the live enhance the smoothness of the real time video like image in 
image providers . a real time manner . In addition , since the capacity of the still 
10065 ] The live image provider may comprise more than image is relative small , the still image can be instantly 
one image capture device 20 to provide multiple channels of updated to the platform 50 to minimize the time delay of 
live images . These channels can be enabled or disabled by transferring 
the user . The images of these channels can be transferred 10070 . The platform 50 also controls the access of the web 
together or individually . page . Users or web users need to be identified to access 
[ 0066 ] The memory 32 of the live image provider is used selected web pages which display live images from selected 
to store the image file . In a preferred embodiment , only the live image providers . The authorized user is able to interact 
latest image file is saved , and the previous image file will be with the platform 50 and the live image providers for setting . 
replaced by the most updated one . This will save a lot The user can select / unselect channels and live image pro 
memory space . In an alternative embodiment , all image files viders , set the resolution and snapshot interval . 
are saved in the platform 50 . The live image provider always [ 0071 ] The system of the present invention is using still 
uploads the latest image file to the platform 50 for updating . image file to transfer the image data . First , still image file has 
[ 0067 ] The platform 50 is first communicatively con common and standard format . The platform 50 doesn ' t need 
nected with the live image provider through the internet . to do the encoding which will take a lot of system resource . 
Then the platform 50 receives the uploaded image files from Therefore the processing speed is much faster then dealing 
the live image provider . The platform 50 is able to connect with video format such as MJPG , MP4 , H . 264 , etc . The cost 
with one or more than one live image providers . Because the of manufacturing the system is also reduced . Also , the web 
connection is through internet , the live image providers can user doesn ' t need to install particular decoding program to 
be distributed in any location with the access of internet . The display the live image . The standard still image file can be 
connection is also controllable . Only authorized live image displayed by regular web browsers , and not extra system 
providers are allowed to be connected with the platform 50 , resource is needed . As a result , the processing speed is much 
which is also called registration of the live image providers . faster in the system of the present invention , and there is no 
The platform 50 is also adapted to enable / disable particular compatibility problem for the web users . Second , since the 
live image providers and channels of the live image provid size of the still image file is small compare with a video file , 
ers . The control also includes setting configures of each both the live image provider and the platform 50 can afford 
channels and live image provider such as snapshot interval to save these file for record . This is very useful for many 
and resolution , and security management . applications . Third , the system is highly controllable . The 
[ 0068 ] Then the platform 50 presents the image file to performance of the system is flexible to fulfill the require 
show the live images provided by the live image providers , ment of any application . Because the capability of the 
preferably in a web page . In the web page , the platform 50 Internet on physical layer is limited and uncontrollable by 
display the most updated images received from each live the user , the system of the present invention provides 
image provider continuously . Since the images files are flexibility on the application layer . 
uploaded frequently and constantly with a relatively small [ 0072 ] Because of all the advantages , the system of the 
interval , the displayed images are frequently refreshed present invention is powerful and flexible in web based 
which provides a real video image on the web page . When applications , especially when a large number of image 
the user browses this web page , the user can watch those channels are involved . For example , if the snapshot interval 
videos provided by those live image providers which are is 3 second , the size of each still image file is 70 K ( kilo 
connected with the platform 50 . byte ) , then more than 100 different live images as the real 
[ 0069 ] Accordingly , the frame rate of the real time video time video images can be displayed together simultaneously . 
like image is adjustable by the platform 50 and is selectively At the same time , the web browser doesn ' t need to install 
controlled in responsive to the capture interval of each of the any extra program , the image resolution is acceptable with 
live image providers . In particularly , the frame rate of the out compression and losing frame . 
real time video like image is selectively adjusted in respon [ 0073 ] It is worth mentioning that the live image provider 
sive to a refreshing time interval of the converted still image is preferred to be the apparatus for providing live image as 
file at the platform 50 to obtain the latest converted still it is mentioned above . However , the live image provider can 
image files . For example , when the refreshing time intervalb e CCTV or a mobile phone having a built - in camera such 
of the converted still image file at the platform 50 is set at that the CCTV or a mobile phone can capture the still image 

lage 
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and upload to the platform 50 to form the real time video like 
image thereon . In addition , the web browser is able to access 
the platform 50 to watch the real time video like image by 
using mobile phone , PDA , computer or other electronic 
devices which is able to communicatively link to the plat 
form 50 through “ WiFi ” , Internet , or other communication 
network . 
[ 0074 ] It is worth mentioning , using still image files also 
enable the platform 50 to edit and modify the live images to 
provide an add - on information for the live image files . 
Generally , for live videos , it is difficult to edit of modify the 
image on real time . But for still image files , for example 
PNG file , it is convenient to modify the image when display . 
Accordingly , the add - on information can be the comment or 
description of the image that adds onto the live image files . 
This provides the web server a great flexibility such as 
adding useful information on the live images . 
[ 0075 ] Referring to FIG . 4 , the present invention provides 
a method for transferring live images via internet comprising 
the following steps . 
[ 0076 ] ( 1 ) Frequently capture live image information with 
a predetermined capture interval by one or more live image 
providers . 
[ 0077 ] ( 2 ) Convert the live image information to a still 
image file in a web based viewable format . 
[ 0078 ] ( 3 ) Continuously transfer the converted still image 
files to a platform via 
[ 0079 ] Internet . 
[ 0080 ] ( 4 ) Obtain the converted still image files at the 
platform to form a real time video like image at a predeter 
mined frame rate by continuously overwriting the previous 
live image information with the latest live image informa 
tion , so as to allow web browsers to watch the real time 
video like image without any proprietary software . 
[ 0081 ] As shown in FIG . 5 , the present invention further 
provides a method for transferring live images comprising 
the following steps . 
[ 0082 ] ( 1 ) Capture live image information , such as a 
video , by one or more live image devices 20A . 
[ 0083 ] ( 2 ) Continuously transfer the live image informa 
tion to a platform 50A via communication network , such as 
Internet . 
[ 0084 ] ( 3 ) Clone the live image information in a web 
based viewable format at the platform 50A . 
[ 0085 ] ( 4 ) Broadcast the live image information as live 
streaming video over any web browser without any propri 
etary software , such that a user of the platform 50A is able 
to concurrently view multiplicity of the live image informa 
tion from the different live image devices 20A . 
[ 0086 ] According to the preferred embodiment , the user is 
able to view any one of the live image information anywhere 
through Internet . For example , the user is able to use 
personal computer with its operation system such as “ Win 
dow® ” , “ Linux® ” , or Mac® , to access one or more of the 
image capture devices 20A in order to view the live image 
information . In addition , the user is able to use mobile 
phone , preferably supports Flash player " to view the live 
image information . 
[ 0087 ] In other words , the user is requested to enter the 
platform 50A in order to allow the user to view the live 
image information through the web browser by an Internet 
enabled device such as personal computer , smart phone , 
tablet computer , and PDA . 

[ 0088 ] As it is mentioned above , the image capture device 
20A is adapted to capture image information and converts 
the captured image information into electronic signals . 
Accordingly , the live image information is captured by the 
live image device 20A in H . 264 video raw streaming format . 
As shown in FIG . 6 , each of the live image devices 20A 
comprises a surveillance camera 21A with built - in IP 
address for capturing the live image information and an 
encoder processor 22A operatively linked to the surveillance 
camera 21A for encoding the live image information in 
H . 264 video raw streaming format . 
10089 ) . According to the preferred embodiment , the plat 
form 50A is communicatively linking with the live image 
devices 20A through Internet , wherein the platform 50A can 
be a website or a server for the user to access through 
Internet . 
[ 0090 ] In the step ( 3 ) , when the live image information is 
cloned at the platform 50A , the live image information is 
converted from the raw format into the web viewable format 
and an embed code 501A is generated corresponding to the 
live image information at the same time . Preferably , the 
platform 50A comprises a converter 51A for converting the 
live image information from RTSP form to RTMP form 
through the platform 50A , and a code generator 52 A linked 
to the converter 51A for generating the embed code 501A at 
the same time when the live image information is converted . 
[ 0091 ] When the live image information is captured by the 
live image device 20A , the live image information is trans 
ferred to the platform 50A in RTSP ( Real Time Streaming 
Protocol ) form . Accordingly , the live image information is 
transferred to the platform 50A through TCP / UDP before 
and after the live image information is converted at the 
platform 50A . In other words , after the conversion , the live 
image information can be viewed by any web - based 
browser . In particular , the converter 51A will transform the 
live image information into the RTMP ( Real Time Messag 
ing Protocol ) form . It is worth mentioning that the live 
image information in different video formats can be trans 
ferred to the platform 50A and can be converted into 
different video formats by the platform 50A selected by the 
user . 
[ 0092 ] At the same time , the embed code 501A is also 
generated concurrently by the code generator 52A . The 
embed code 501A is a html source code being uniquely 
generated in response to the live image device 20A and the 
platform 50A . For example , when the live image informa 
tion is captured by one live image device 20A and is 
transferred to two different platforms 50A , two different 
embed codes 501A will be generated at the two platforms 
50A . Likewise , when two different live image information 
are captured by two different live image devices 20A and are 
transferred to one platforms 50A , two different embed codes 
501A will be generated at the platform 50A with respect to 
the two different live image devices 20A . Therefore , the 
embed code 501A is a unique code corresponding to the live 
image device 20A and the platform 50A . 
[ 0093 ] Once the embed code 501A is generated , one or 
more users are enabled to use the embed code 501A in order 
to broadcast the live image information over any website 
without any proprietary software . In particular , the embed 
code 501A is a text code adapted to “ copy - and - paste ” to the 
website to link the live image information from the platform 
50A to the website , especially the personal website of the 
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user , so as to live - stream the live image information from the 
live image device 20A to the personal website . 
[ 0094 ] Conventionally , only limited users can directly 
access and view the live image device 20 since the live 
image information is captured by the live image device 20A 
in H . 264 video raw streaming format . First , since different 
manufacturers manufacture different types of live image 
devices 20A , the user must have a proper video media reader 
in order to view the live image information in such raw 
streaming format . Second , the live image device 20A does 
not contain a powerful software and / or hardware that strong 
enough for hundreds of users to view the live image infor 
mation at the same time . Therefore , the present invention 
provides the platform as a link to clone the live image 
information and to enable hundreds of users to view the live 
image information at the same time . 
[ 0095 ] In addition , it is relatively complicated to link the 
live image information to the personal website in a conven 
tional way . In other words , an additional software is a must 
to place the command of the live image information in order 
to link live image information to the personal website . On 
the other hand , the present invention simplifies the structure 
of the link that the user is able to “ copy - and - paste ” the 
embed code 501A to his or her personal website , as shown 
in FIG . 7 , wherein the live image information will be 
automatically shown on his or her personal website in live 
broadcasting manner . 
[ 0096 ] According to the preferred embodiment , the plat 
form 50A is embodied as a software or a program adapted 
to be installed into a server owned by the user . The server 
can be linked to the live image device 20A by cable or in a 
wireless manner such as Internet . Therefore , the live image 
information can be transferred from the live image device 
20A to the server and can be executed by the platform 50A . 
[ 0097 ] The present invention further comprises a control 
center 60A communicatively linked to the platform 50A 
preferably by Internet . In particular , the control center 60A 
is a web - based station wirelessly linked to the platform 50A . 
Accordingly , the control center 60A provides an activation 
code to the platform 50A for activating the live image device 
20A in order to transfer the live image information from the 
live image devices 20A to the platforms 50A in a live 
manner . In other words , without the activation code , the live 
image information will not be transferred from the live 
image device 20A to the platform 50A . 
[ 0098 ] The control center 60A comprises an initializing 
center 61 A for setting each of the live image devices 20A , 
wherein the initializing center 61A contains the activation 
code for identifying the corresponding live image device 
20A to the platform 50A , and an input of a IP address of one 
of the live image devices 20A for identifying the location 
thereof . 
[ 0099 ] Before accessing the platform 50A , the present 
invention preferably comprises the following installation 
steps . 
[ 0100 ] ( I ) Install the live image device 20A , i . e . for 
personal use , setting up the IP address of the live image 
device 20A and RTSP port , wherein the IP address of the live 
image device 20A can be set as “ 192 . 198 . 1 . 201 ” as an 
example , and the RTSP port can be set as 554 as an example . 
[ 0101 ] ( II ) Install accessing software as the platform 50A 
at the server or personal computer including inputting the 
activation code and the IP address of the live image device 
20A in order to access the live image device 20A , wherein 

the software structures includes an executable binary file of 
the platform 50A , a media player of the platform 50A , and 
a live . html which is a webpage of checking video streaming 
and script code generated by the platform 50A . The live . html 
file includes an embed source having the code of the 
designated live image device 20A as the embed code 501A . 
( 0102 ] ( III ) Login the control center 60A to configure the 
live image device 20A . 
[ 0103 ] Accordingly , two or more of the live image devices 
20A can be linked together through the platform 50A to 
establish a network , wherein each of the live image devices 
20A is adapted for being accessed through the platform 50A 
by the user to view the corresponding live image informa 
tion . In other words , the user is able to access the platform 
50A in order to select one or more live image devices 20A 
to view the live image information . 
[ 0104 ] It is worth mentioning that the user is able to install 
the platform 50A into his or her server or personal computer 
that the user of the server or personal computer is able to 
obtain the activation code from the control center 60A . Once 
the input of the activation code , the platform 50A is auto 
matically linked to the corresponding live image device 20A 
to receive the live image information . 
[ 0105 ] In the step ( I ) , when the live image device 20A is 
set up through a local area network ( LAN ) , the server or 
personal computer will find the location of the live image 
device 20 A through a locator once the live image device 20A 
is connected to a router through the local area network 
( LAN ) . Therefore , the information of the IP address , the 
port , device type , subnet mask , default gateway , and port 
forward corresponding to the live image device 20A will be 
displayed on the platform 50A . 
[ 0106 ] Then , in the step ( II ) , by downloading the software 
from the control center 60A to the server or personal 
computer , the platform 50A will be set up in the server or 
personal computer . The user is able to input the above 
information of the live image device 20A through the set up 
process , such as inputting the activation code and the IP 
address of the live image device 20A . 
[ 0107 ] In the step ( III ) , the user , i . e . the owner of the live 
image device 20A , is able to login the control center 60A in 
order to configure the live image device 20A . 
[ 0108 ] It is worth mentioning that the control center 60A 
can track the live image information through the embed code 
501A . In particular , the control center 60A is able to keep 
track which platform 50A being used for broadcasting the 
live image information because the embed code 501A is 
placed to the platform 50A . In addition , the control center 
60A is able to obtain the numbers of viewers viewing the 
live image information from the platform 50A . Therefore , 
the numbers of viewers will be shown in the control center 
60A to illustrate how many times the live image information 
from the live image device 20A being viewed from the 
particular platform 50A . In addition , the control center 60A 
further provides a comment list placed below the live image 
information display for the viewers to leave any comment 
regarding the live image information . The control center 
60A will control the comments left by the viewers when any 
junk or impolite comment is left , the control center 60A will 
remove such comment from the comment list and will 
prohibit any comment being left by the corresponding 
viewer . 
0109 ] As shown in FIG . 8 , the control center 60 A further 
indicates the connection status of the live image device 20A 
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and / or the platform 50A . A connection indicator 601A is 
shown on the control center 60A next to the display of the 
live image information that when the connection indicator 
601A shows when there is the connection between the live 
image device 20A and the platform 50A , the live image 
information will be shown on the display in live manner . 
When the connection indicator 601A shows when there is no 
connection between the live image device 20A and the 
platform 50A , the control center 60A will be notified to 
troubleshoot the problem of the live image device 20A 
and / or the platform 50A . 
[ 0110 ] The control center 60A provides a selection inter 
face 62A for allowing the user to select multiple live image 
devices 20A to view more than one live image information . 
According to the preferred embodiment , each of the live 
image devices 20A is selectively controlled between a 
private mode and a public mode , wherein at the private 
mode , the live image information from the respective live 
image device 20A is adapted for being viewed by authorized 
user , and at the public mode , the live image information 
from any of the live image device 20A is adapted for being 
view by any user of the control center 60A . 
[ 0111 ] The user , i . e . the owner of the live image device 
20A is able to set the live image device 20A between the 
private mode and the public mode through the control center 
60A . For example , when the live image device 20A is set to 
capture the image of the retail store , the user is able to set 
the live image device 20A at the public mode , such that other 
users are able to view the live image of the retail store 
through the owner ' s website . When the live image device 
20A is set to capture the image of the store ' s entrance as the 
security camera , the user is able to set the live image device 
20A at the private mode . Therefore , only authorized users , 
such as security guard , can view the live image from the live 
image device 20A . It is worth mentioning that an authorized 
code will be given by the control center 60A to the autho 
rized users upon the request from the owner of the live 
image device 20A . 
[ 0112 ] Accordingly , all the live image devices 20A are 
shown in the selection interface 62A . However , only the 
authorized user can access the live image devices 20A at the 
private mode . In other words , the authorized user can access 
the live image devices 20A in responsive to the authorized 
code from the control center 60A . In order to set the live 
image device 20A at the private mode , the user is able to 
select the corresponding live image device 20A as an 
authorized manner such that other users cannot access the 
authorized live image device 20A without any permission . 
Other users can access the authorized live image device 20A 
by invitation of the authorized user . 
10113 ] . In the step ( III ) , the user is able to obtain the embed 
code 501A from the control center 60A , wherein the user is 
able to copy the embed code 501A from the control center 
60A to his or her personal website for broadcasting the live 
image information . It is worth mentioning that the user is 
able to view the live image information at the control center 
60A as well to configure the live image device 20A . In 
addition , having the embed code 501A can be used as the 
source code for sharing the live image information . 
[ 0114 ] It is worth mentioning that the embed code 501A 
forms a shortcut for the user to broadcast the live image 
information . No other software or particular command is 
required for the user to set up his or her personal website to 
link with the live image device 20A . Once the embed code 

501A is placed , by pasting the text code of the embed code 
501A , the live image information will be automatically 
displayed on the personal website . 
[ 0115 ] For example , the live image device 20A is set up at 
Venice Beach at California for capturing the live image of 
Venice beach walk . The control center 60A will display the 
live image information of the live image device 20A with the 
info and the embed code 501A thereof . The user is able to 
“ copy - and - paste ” the embed code 501A from the control 
center 60A to the personal website as the source code such 
that the live image information of the live image device 20A 
will be automatically displayed at the personal website as 
shown in FIG . 7 . Therefore , after the embed code is copied 
and - pasted at the personal website , the live image informa 
tion will live - streaming from the live image device to the 
personal website . 
10116 ] In addition , all information of the live image device 
20A will be shown in the selection interface 62A , which 
includes the ID of the live image device 20A , the user ID of 
the live image device 20A , the IP address of the live image 
device 20A , the RTSP port of the live image device 20A , the 
speed rate ( Bitrate in / out ) of the live image device 20A , and 
the create date of the live image device 20A . The number of 
current view and total view of the live image device 20A will 
also be shown in the selection interface 62A . 
[ 0117 ] It is worth mentioning that the selection interface 
62A can be personalized by the user that only the informa 
tion of the designated live image devices 20A will be shown 
in the selection interface 62A . Since thousands of live image 
devices 20A will be installed at different locations , the user 
is able to select the designated live image devices 20A in the 
selection interface 62A in order to view the live image 
information . The user can always add or delete the live 
image devices 20A in the selection interface 62A . 
[ 0118 ] According to the preferred embodiment , the control 
center 60A further provides multi - functions including PTZ 
( Pan - Tilt - Zoom ) control of the live image device 20A , 
preset point recall , and volume control , in order to control 
the live image device 20A with audio steaming . Thus , the 
live image device 20A can be controlled with snapshot 
ability , snapshot image quality , record the live image infor 
mation , and configure the recorded file ( query , play , delete , 
and download ) through the control center 60A . 
[ 0119 ] The user is able to setup only one live image device 
20A , i . e . the single live image device version , using it in 
purely LAN . Accordingly , the accessing software can be 
firstly installed inputting the activation code and the infor 
mation of the live image device 20A , such as the IP address 
of the live image device 20A . Then , the platform 50A will 
automatically convert the live image information in raw 
H . 264 from the live image device 20A into RTMP steaming . 
After the installation is finished , the user is able to open 
live . html and view the streaming video as the live image 
information from the corresponding live image device 20A . 
It is worth mentioning that the live . html page will automati 
cally generate live image information streaming embedded 
scripts ( html source code ) . Source code , i . e . the embed code 
501A , can copy - paste to any webpage on any website , so as 
to provide flash streaming video over Internet . 
[ 0120 ] For multiple live image device version , the access 
ing software can be firstly installed inputting the activation 
key and the information of the live image devices 20A , such 
as the IP addresses of the live image devices 20A . Then , the 
user must login to the control center 60A in order to register 
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thereof . Therefore , the platform 50A will automatically 
convert the live image information in raw H . 264 from the 
live image device 20A into RTMP steaming . Accordingly , a 
maximum number of the live image information from dif 
ferent live image devices 20A will be set by the control 
center 60A in order to allow the user to be concurrently 
viewed from the live image devices 20A . After the instal 
lation is finished , the user is able to view the streaming video 
as the live image information from the corresponding live 
image device 20A over any browser through Internet . 
[ 0121 ] According to the preferred embodiment , the con 
trol center 60A further comprises a managing center 64A 
managing the live image devices 20A in order to remotely 
control an operation of each of the live image devices 20A 
in an authorized manner . As it is mentioned above , the live 
image device 20A can be controlled its PTZ ( Pan - Tilt 
Zoom ) control , preset point recall , and volume control 
through the managing center 64A . In addition , through the 
managing center 64A , the user can add new live image 
device 20A , delete current live image device 20A , enable / 
disable the currently live image device 20A , share the live 
image device 20A ( set to share or set to privilege ) , check and 
verify software version number , check and verify the maxi 
mum connection of the live image device 20A , check current 
live image device 20A connected , check total live image 
device 20A connected , check live image device 20A bit rate , 
view live image streaming video , automatically check 
embedded source code generated by the platform 50A to be 
able to copy - paste to any page on any website , and check log 
of the platform 50A . 
[ 0122 ] Accordingly , the platform 50A of the preferred 
embodiment has the following bandwidth consume proper 
ties . The bandwidth equals to the sum of inbound bitrate and 
outbound bitrate . The inbound bitrate is a single channel that 
the platform 50A obtains raw RTSP streaming from the live 
image device 20A . The outbound bitrate is multiple channel 
that each user takes one channel . Therefore , the bandwidth 
consumption is related with the users viewing live informa 
tion from the live image device 20A . In addition , the 
platform 50A will use one channel to obtain live image 
information such that one single channel read video contents 
and multiple users can view the same live image device 20A . 
[ 0123 ] The platform 50A default set is not connected to 
any live image device 20A until the user requests to access 
thereof in order to view the live image information for 
energy saving . When on user on the website , the live image 
device 20A will be automatically switched off for energy 
saving . In other words , the control center 60A will auto 
matically switch off one of the live image devices 20A when 
the corresponding live streaming video therefrom is not be 
viewed . It is worth mentioning that using RTMP port ( de 
fault is 1935 ) , multiple live image device version will be 
open communication port ( default is 7000 ) . 
[ 0124 ] One skilled in the art will understand that the 
embodiment of the present invention as shown in the draw 
ings and described above is exemplary only and not intended 
to be limiting . 
[ 0125 ] It will thus be seen that the objects of the present 
invention have been fully and effectively accomplished . It 
embodiments have been shown and described for the pur 
poses of illustrating the functional and structural principles 
of the present invention and is subject to change without 
departure from such principles . Therefore , this invention 

includes all modifications encompassed within the spirit and 
scope of the following claims . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A method for transferring live images , comprising steps 

of : 
( a ) capturing live image information by one or more live 

image devices , wherein said live image information is 
continuously transferred to one or more platforms in a 
live manner ; 

( b ) cloning said live image information at said platform ; 
and 

( c ) converting said live image information from real time 
streaming protocol ( “ RTSP ” ) form to real time mes 
saging protocol ( " RTMP ” ) for through said platform . 

2 . The method , as recited in claim 1 , wherein , in the step 
( a ) , said live image information is captured in raw format 
and said live image information is in a raw steaming format . 

3 . The method , as recited in claim 2 , wherein the step ( b ) 
further comprises the steps of : 

( b1 ) converting said live image information from said raw 
format into a web viewable format ; and 

( b2 ) generating an embed code corresponding to said live 
image information at the same time . 

4 . The method , as recited in claim 3 , wherein said embed 
code is a unique code referring to said live image informa 
tion , such that when two different said live image informa 
tion are captured by two different live image devices and 
transferred to one platform , two different said embed codes 
are generated at said platform with respect to said two 
different live image information 

5 . The method , as recited in claim 3 , wherein the step ( c ) 
further comprises the steps of : 

( cl ) enabling one or more users to use said embed code 
in order to broadcast said live image information over 
any website ; and 

( c2 ) converting said live information captured in said raw 
format from said raw format into a web viewable 
format for broadcasting said live image information at 
any website with said embed code pasted therein . 

6 . The method , as recited in claim 3 , wherein said embed 
code is a Hypertext Markup Language ( " html " ) source code 
being uniquely generated in response to said live image 
device and said platform . 

7 . The method , as recited in claim 5 , wherein said embed 
code is a Hypertext Markup Language ( " html " ) source code 
being uniquely generated in response to said live image 
device and said platform . 

8 . The method , as recited in claim 1 , wherein said live 
image information is transferred to said platform through 
either a transmission control protocol ( “ TCP ” ) or a user 
datagram protocol ( " UDP ” ) before and after said live image 
information is converted at said platform . 

9 . The method , as recited in claim 7 , wherein said live 
image information is transferred to said platform through 
either a transmission control protocol ( “ TCP ” ) or a user 
datagram protocol ( " UDP ' ) before and after said live image 
information is converted at said platform . 

10 . The method , as recited in claim 1 , wherein the step ( a ) 
further comprises the steps of : 

( a - 1 ) linking said platform to a control center which is a 
web - based station ; and 

( a - 2 ) providing an activation code from said control 
center to said platform for activating said live image 
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device in order to transfer said live image information 
from said live image device to said platforms in a live 
manner . 

11 . The method , as recited in claim 5 , wherein the step ( a ) 
further comprises the steps of : 

( a - 1 ) linking said platform to a control center which is a 
web - based station , and 

( a - 2 ) providing an activation code from said control 
center to said platform for activating said live image 
device in order to transfer said live image information 
from said live image device to said platforms in a live 
manner . 

12 . A live image system for transferring live images , 
comprising : 

one or more live image devices located at different 
locations for capturing live image information ; and 

a platform communicatively linking with said live image 
devices for receiving said live image information from 
said live image device , wherein said platform com 
prises a cloning means for cloning said live image 
information at said platform , wherein said cloning 
means comprises a converter converting said live 
image information from real time streaming protocol 
( “ RTSP ” ) form to real time messaging protocol 
( " RTMP " ) form through said platform . 

13 . The live image system , as recited in claim 12 , wherein 
said cloning means further comprises a code generator 
linked to said converter to generate said embed code at the 
same time when said live image information is converted . 

14 . The live image system , as recited in claim 12 , wherein 
when said live image information is cloned at said platform , 
said live image information is converted from said raw 
format into a web viewable format and an embed code is 
generated corresponding to said live image information at 
the same time . 

15 . The live image system , as recited in claim 13 , wherein 
when said live image information is cloned at said platform , 
said live image information is converted from said raw 
format into a web viewable format and an embed code is 
generated corresponding to said live image information at 
the same time . 

16 . The live image system , as recited in claim 15 , wherein 
said embed code is arranged for enabling one or more users 
to use said embed code in order to broadcast said live image 
information over any website without any proprietary soft 
ware , wherein said live image information is captured in said 
raw format and converted from said raw format into a web 
viewable format for broadcasting said live image informa 
tion at any website with said embed code pasted therein . 

17 . The live image system , as recited in claim 12 , wherein 
said raw format is raw streaming data and said embed code 
is a unique code referring to said live image information , 
such that when two different said live image information are 
captured by two different live image devices and are trans 
ferred to said platform , two different said embed codes are 
generated at said platform with respect to said two different 
live image information , 

18 . The live image system , as recited in claim 16 , wherein 
said raw format is raw streaming data and said embed code 
is a unique code referring to said live image information , 
such that when two different said live image information are 
captured by two different live image devices and are trans 
ferred to said platform , two different said embed codes are 
generated at said platform with respect to said two different 
live image information , 

19 . The live image system , as recited in claim 13 , wherein 
said embed code is a Hypertext Markup Language ( " html " ) 
source code being uniquely generated in response to said 
live image device and said platform , wherein said live image 
information is transferred to said platform through either a 
transmission control protocol ( TCP " ) or a user datagram 
protocol ( “ UDP ” ) before and after said live image informa 
tion is converted at said platform . 

20 . The live image system , as recited in claim 18 , wherein 
said embed code is a Hypertext Markup Language ( " html " ) 
source code being uniquely generated in response to said 
live image device and said platform , wherein said live image 
information is transferred to said platform through either a 
transmission control protocol ( “ TCP ” ) or a user datagram 
protocol ( " UDP ” ) before and after said live image informa 
tion is converted at said platform . 

* * * * * 


